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AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE DORMITORY AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
And 
LOCAL 698 OF THE CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, INC. 
This Agreement is made by and between the Dormitory Authority of the State of 
New York, hereinafter referred to as the "Authority," and Local 698 of the Civil Service 
Employees Association, Inc., hereinafter referred to as "Local 698," representing 
Employees of the Authority covered by the terms of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 1 
RECOGNITION 
The Authority, pursuant to Article 14 of the New York State Civil Service Law, 
also known as the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, has recognized and 
hereby continues to recognize Local 698 as the sole and exclusive representative 
for collective negotiations with respect to salaries, wages, hours and other terms 
and conditions of employment for those employees employed in the titles and the 
Operational Units listed in Appendix A to this Agreement and any other positions 
that are placed into such bargaining unit in accordance with the provisions of 
Article 3 entitled "Representation Status of Future Positions". The terms 
"Employee" and bbEmployees" when referred to in this Agreement shall refer to 
only those employees of the Authority included in the Local 698 bargaining unit 
pursuant to Article I of this Agreement. 
Appendix A sets forth, as of the date of Appendix A, (i) the titles comprising the 
bargaining unit represented by Local 698; (ii) the Operational Units in the 
Authority to which each title is assigned, (iii) the total number of positions in that 
title in the Operational Unit, and (iv) the total number of such positions in the 
Operational Units that are in the bargaining unit. The parties to this Agreement 
acknowledge that there are titles identical to those listed in Appendix A in the 
same Operational Unit or other Operational Units of the Authority that are 
represented by UAW Local 2 1 10 (as set forth in Appendix B to this Agreement) 
or that are not represented, including those that are employed in positions 
designated Managerial or Confidential. 
The titles of Janitorial Services Assistant, Security Guard, Student Intern and 
Receptionist are excluded from the Bargaining Unit and Local 698 agrees that it 
will not seek to represent such titles for the duration of this Agreement. 
No less than full-time employee not set forth in Appendix A shall be eligible to be 
considered part of Local 698 until: (i) they have been continuously employed in 
their position with the Authority for a period of thirty-nine weeks; (ii) they have 
successfully completed the probationary period, and (iii) the representational status 
of the position has been determined pursuant to Article 3 of this Agreement. In no 
event shall the thirty-nine week period of time served by an employee include 
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c. To promote individual efficiency and service to the citizens of the State. 
d. To avoid interruption or interference with the efficient operation of the 
Authority. 
e. To provide a basis for the adjustment of matters of mutual interest by means 
of amicable discussion. 
ARTICLE 3 
REPRESENTATION STATUS OF FUTURE POSITIONS 
3.1 The parties hereto acknowledge that they entered into an agreement with the 
UAW Local 2110, dated May 15, 2000, a copy of which is attached hereto as 
Appendix C (" The Tri-Partite Agreement"). The parties hereto agree to be bound 
by the provisions of such Tri-Partite Agreement (as the same may be amended by 
all of the parties) unless and until Sections 3.2 through 3.6 of this Article, 
inclusive, shall become effective on the Effective Date as provided in Section 3.7 
hereof ("Effective Date"). 
3.2 If all positions in an Operational Unit are represented by Local 698, such 
positions and any vacancies, newly created, reclassified or promotional positions 
or titles in that Operational Unit shall continue to be represented by Local 698, 
unless such position is designated Managerial or Confidential. 
3.3 If all positions in an Operational Unit are represented by UAW Local 21 10, such 
positions, and any vacancies, newly created, reclassified or promotional positions 
or titles in that Operational Unit shall continue to be represented by UAW Local 
2 1 10, unless such position is designated Managerial or Confidential. 
3.4 If some positions in an Operational Unit are represented by Local 698 and some 
positions are represented by UAW Local 2110 on the Effective Date, such 
positions shall continue to be represented in that manner, as set forth in 
Appendices A and B hereto. Positions in any such Operational Unit shall, unless 
a vacancy, newly created, reclassified or promotional position or title is 
designated Managerial or Confidential, continue to be represented by Local 698 
and UAW Local 2110 on a proportional basis defined by the proportion of 
representation by each union on the Effective Date. 
3.5 After the Effective Date, any newly created position proposed to be designated 
Confidential by the Authority shall be considered unrepresented until PERB, 
pursuant to an application to be promptly filed by the Authority upon request to 
file made of the Authority by Local 698 determines that the position does not 
qualifL for designation as Confidential. Upon a determination by PERB that the 
position is not a Confidential position, the representational status of this position 
shall be determined in accordance with the requirements of this Article. 
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d. Upon receipt of a membership and dues deduction authorization form, the 
Authority shall deduct membership dues fiom the Employee on a biweekly 
basis and remit the sum to the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., 
P.O. Box 7125, Capitol Station, Albany, New York, 12224. CSEA will 
notify the Authority of the amount to be deducted. 
a. The biweekly agency shop fee deduction is continued. The agency shop fee 
payroll deduction will apply to all Employees who are members of the 
negotiating unit. Within ten business days following the employment of a 
new Employee subject to the agency shop fee deduction, notice of the 
employment of such Employee will be given to the President of Local 698. 
b. For each Employee who does not become a member of Local 698 within 
thirty calendar days of initial employment, the Authority shall deduct a 
service fee fiom the wages of such Employee on a biweekly basis and remit 
the sum to the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., P.O. Box 7125, 
Capitol Station, Albany, New York, 12224. CSEA will notify the Authority 
of the amount to be deducted. 
4.4 Bulletin Boards 
a. The Authority shall provide exclusive bulletin board space in an accessible 
place in each area occupied by a substantial number of Employees for the 
purpose of posting bulletins, notices and material issued by Local 698, 
which shall be signed by the President of Local 698 or the President's 
authorized designee. No such material shall be posted which is profane, 
obscene or defamatory of the Authority or its representatives or which 
constitutes election campaign material for or against any person, 
organization or faction. 
b. The number and location of bulletin boards as well as arrangement with 
reference to placing material thereon and removing material there from, 
shall be subject to mutual understanding between the Authority and Local 
698 provided, however, that any understanding reached with respect thereto 
shall provide for the removal of any bulletin or material objected to by the 
Authority which removal may be contested pursuant to the Contract 
Grievance procedure set forth in this Agreement. 
4.5 Meetings 
Upon request of the President of Local 698 or the President's authorized designee, 
meetings of Local 698 may be held during normal business hours in appropriate, available 
meeting space in buildings owned or leased by the Authority, provided that such request is 
made in advance and that Local 698 agrees to reimburse the Authority for any additional 
expense incurred in the furnishing of such space. 
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b. The President of Local 698 or the President's authorized designee shall 
provide on a semi-annual basis to the Executive Director and to the Senior 
Director of Operations a list of the names and the nature of the official 
responsibilities for CSEA Local 698's officers and directors, and other 
Employees with assigned official Local 698 responsibilities. 
c. Travel time as used in this Article shall mean actual and necessary travel 
time, not to exceed four hours each way. 
d. Employee organization leave shall not be chargeable to an Employee's 
leave credits, however, the time shall be recorded to the appropriate 
Authority project code. 
ARTICLE 5 
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
Except as expressly limited by other provisions of this Agreement, all of the 
authority, rights and responsibilities possessed by the Authority are retained by it, including 
but not limited to the right to determine the mission, purposes, objectives and policies of 
the Authority; to determine the facilities, methods, means and number of personnel 
required for conduct of Authority programs; to administer the selection, recruitment, hiring, 
appraisal, training, retention, promotion, assignment and transfer of Employees; to direct, 
deploy and utilize the work force; to establish specifications for each class of positions; to 
classify, reclassify, allocate and reallocate new and existing positions; and to discipline and 
discharge Employees in accordance .with law and the provisions of this Agreement. 
Without limitation on the foregoing, it is understood by the parties that the 
provisions of this Agreement do grant certain rights and privileges to Employees, as 
specifically set forth herein. 
ARTICLE 6 
NO STRIKES 
6.1 Local 698 shall not engage in a strike nor cause, instigate, encourage or condone a 
strike. - .  
6.2 Local 698 shall exert its best efforts to prevent and terminate any strike. 
6.3 Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed to limit the rights, remedies 
or duties of the Authority, Local 698 or Employees under the laws of the State of 
New York. 
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the 2003-2004 and 2004-2005 fiscal years. Local 698 
acknowledges that this information has been developed with 
Management as part of the negotiation of this Agreement and such 
information and implementation may not be grieved. 
c. The Authority reserves the right to classify and assign grades to new 
positions in accordance with this Agreement after April 1,2004- 
d. It is the intent of the parties to this Agreement that both the salary 
payments and any lump sum payments to be made to Employees as part of 
Article 7 are to be pensionable to the extent otherwise permitted by law. 
7.3 Fiscal Year 2003-2004 
a. Each Employee on the Authority's payroll on March 3 1,2004, shall for the 
2003-2004 fiscal year have their position assigned to a grade and a step 
within the grade in accordance with the new Job Position Classification 
Program and the new Salary and Step Program provided, however for the 
2003-2004 fiscal year Employees only shall be entitled to the payment 
provided in Section 7.3 (b) or (c). 
b. Each FIT Employee who is on the payroll of the Authority on March 31, 
2004, and who was on the payroll of the Authority for at least six months 
during the 2003-2004 fiscal year shall, effective October 1, 2004, be paid a 
lump sum payment in the amount of eight hundred dollars ($800), but that 
amount shall not be included in the FIT Employee's base salary for the 
2003-2004 fiscal year. Such amount is not reflected in Appendix D. 
c. Any LET Employee who was on the payroll of the Authority on March 3 1, 
2004, and who was on the payroll of the Authority for at least six months 
during the 2003-2004 fiscal year shall, effective October 1, 2004, be paid a 
prorated lump sum portion of the eight hundred dollars ($800), but that 
amount shall not be included in the Employee's base salary for the 2003- 
2004 fiscal year. Such amount is not reflected in Appendix D. The 
prorated portion shall be calculated by determining the percentage that the 
hours in the Authority's fbll-time workweek bear to the regularly 
scheduled number of hours per workweek worked by the L/FT Employee 
and multiplying such percentage times the sum of eight hundred dollars 
($800). 
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the 2005-2006 fiscal year and the balance of the COLA shall be paid in a 
lump sum that is not included in his or her base annual salary. 
7.6. Fiscal Year 2006-2007 
a. Effective April 1, 2006, those Employees who: (i) were on the Authority's 
payroll on March 3 1,2006; (ii) had by that date worked a minimum of 1000 
hours with the Authority in the 2005-2006 fiscal year; and (iii) had a rating 
of "Satisfactory" or "Needs Improvement" on their most recent Annual 
Performance Evaluation as defined in Article 9 shall be assigned to the next 
step in their grade and paid the salary applicable to that step for the 2006- 
2007 fiscal year. 
b. Notwithstanding Subparagraph (a) above, any Employee who meets the 
requirements of Subsections 7.6 (a) (i), (ii) and (iii) but whose base annual 
salary equals or exceeds the job rate for his or her job position for the 2006- 
2007 fiscal year shall receive a lump sum payment of three percent (3.0%) 
of his or her base salary, which lump sum will not be added to his or her 
annual base salary. 
c. Notwithstanding Subparagraph (a) above, any Employee who meets the 
requirement. of Subsections 7.6 (a) (i), (ii) and (iii) but whose base annual 
salary, after application of the three percent (3.0%) COLA would result in 
his or her base annual salary exceeding the job rate for his or her job 
position for the 2006-2007 fiscal year shall have his or her base annual 
salary established at the job rate for his or her position for the 2006-2007 
fiscal year and the balance of the COLA shall be paid in a lump sum that is 
not included in his or her base annual salary. 
7.7 Fiscal Year 2007-2008 
a. On March 31, 2007 and in accordance with Appendix D, each F/T 
Employee who: (i) is on the payroll of the Authority on March 31, 2007; 
and (ii) had, on that date, worked a minimum of 1000 hours with the 
Authority within the 2006-2007 fiscal year shall remain on the step they 
were in for the 2006-2007 fiscal year but shall have his or her base salary 
increased by eight hundred dollars ($800). 
b. On March 31, 2007 and in accordance with Appendix D, each LIFT 
Employee who (i) is on the payroll of the Authority on March 3 1,2007; and 
(ii) had, on that date, worked a minimum of 1000 hours with the Authority 
within the 2006-2007 fiscal year shall remain on the step they were in for 
the 2006-2007 fiscal year but shall have his or her base salary increased by 
a pro-rated portion of eight hundred dollars ($800). The prorated portion 
shall be calculated by determining the percentage that the hours in the 
Authority's full-time workweek bear to the regularly scheduled number of 
hours per workweek worked by the LIFT Employee and multiplying such 
percentage times the sum of $800. 
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times the location differential sum payable to a F/T Employee for that fiscal 
year. 
c. Location differential shall be paid in bi-weekly installments. 
7.10 Calculation of Bi-Weekly Salary Pavments 
Employee bi-weekly salary payments will be calculated on a ten-working-day basis 
rather than on a 14-calendar-day basis. 
ARTICLE 8 
BONUS PROGRAM 
The Authority shall determine on an annual basis and in the Executive Director's 
sole and exclusive discretion whether a bonus will be granted to one or more Employees 
based on the individual's unique contributions to the success of the Authority. Such 
bonus shall be paid in an amount and at a time to be determined by the Authority, but will 
be paid in addition to any compensation due under Article 7 of this Agreement and will 
not be added to the base compensation of any Employee. 
ARTICLE 9 
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROGRAM 
The Authority will continue a performance evaluation program for the Employees 
of the Authority. 
Employee performance will be evaluated on an ongoing basis. 
An Employee's performance will be evaluated formally at least once a year 
(Annual Performance Evaluation). The Authority may evaluate more frequently in 
its discretion. Employees shall be provided a copy of all written evaluations 
whether formal or informal. 
The overall rating system for an Employee's annual performance evaluation shall 
be "Satisfactory", "Needs Improvement" and "~nsatisfac6ry". An 
"Unsatisfactory" rating shall be the equivalent of the "0" performance rating 
under the evaluation system existing at the date of this Agreement. 
Should an Employee receive an Annual Performance Evaluation overall rating of 
LLUnsatisfactory", the Employee shall be entitled to have the unsatisfactory rating 
reviewed consistent with the following provisions: 
a. The review will be conducted by a panel of four persons, two designated 
by the Executive Director for that purpose and two employees designated 
by the President of Local 698 (Annual Performance Evaluation Rating 
Review Panel). 
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10.2 Flexible Benefit Spending Plan 
The Authority will continue the Flexible Benefit Spending Plan for Employees. 
10.3 Survivor Benefit 
Upon the death of a retired Employee, the Authority shall pay a Survivor Benefit 
in the amount of $3,000 to the designated beneficiary of the Employee on file with the 
Authority at the time of the Retiree's death. A Retired Employee is an Employee who 
was an Employee of the Authority at the time they elected to retire as a participant of the 
New York State and Local Employees' Retirement System. The designation of 
beneficiary and the application for the Survivor Benefit must be filed with the Authority. 
10.4 Deferred Compensation Promam 
All Employees may elect to participate in the Authority's Deferred Compensation 
Program. 
ARTICLE 11 
EMPLOYEE HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAMS 
1 1.1 Health Insurance, Prescription Drug, Dental and Vision Care Benefits 
a. Health and Prescription Drug Coverage: 
1. The Authority will continue to provide through the New York State 
Civil Service Department the health and prescription drug insurance 
plans and options currently provided by the Authority to active 
Employees. 
2. The Authority will continue to provide for retirees of the New York 
State and Local Employees' Retirement System who have been 
employees of the Authority and who retired from the Authority 
(Retirees), the health and prescription drug coverage and benefits 
offered by the Authority to System Retirees through the New York 
State Civil Service Department. 
3. The Authority will continue to provide conversion of unused sick 
leave to premium credits to reduce the cost of Retiree health 
insurance in the New York State Health Insurance Program to the 
extent such options are available through the New York State Civil 
Service Department. 
b. Dental Benefit Coverage: 
1. For the period April 1, 2003, through May 3 1, 2004, the Authority 
will continue to provide Employees the primary dental insurance 
program administered by Preferred Group, Inc. 
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Employee from those offered by the Authority through the New York 
State Civil Service Department 
b. For the period April 1, 2003, through May 3 1, 2004, the Authority will 
continue to pay eighty percent (80%) of the reasonable and customary 
charges for fill-time Employees as determined by the plan administrator 
for basic preventative and restorative services for the primary dental 
insurance plan administered by the Preferred Group, Inc. 
c. For the period June 1, 2004, through March 3 1, 2005, the Authority will 
pay one hundred percent (100%) of the costs for the coverage selected by 
the full-time Employee through the New York State Civil Service 
Department's offered Group Health Incorporated ("GHI") Preferred Dental 
Plan and the New York State Vision Care Plan offered to 
ManagemenVConfidential New York State Employees currently 
administered by Davis Vision. 
d. Effective April 1, 2005, the Authority will pay ninety two and one half 
percent (92.5%) and each fill-time Employee will pay seven and one-half 
percent (7.5%) of the annual premiums charged to the Authority by the 
State of New York for the cost of the Group Health Incorporated ("GHI") 
Preferred Dental Plan. 
e. Effective April 1, 2005, the Authority will pay ninety two and one half 
percent (92.5%) and the full-time Employee will pay seven and one-half 
percent (7.5%) of the annual costs charged to the Authority by the State of 
New York for the cost of the New York State Vision Care Plan offered to 
ManagemenVConfidential New York State Employees currently 
administered by Davis Vision. 
Effective June 1, 2004, the Authority will pay a portion of the premium 
for the health and prescription drug, dental and vision plan coverage 
selected by certain less than fill-time eligible Employee as defined in 
Section 11.2 (b) from those plans offered by the Authority through the 
New York State Civil Service Department. That portion is determined by 
calculating the percentage that the hours in the Authority's fill-time 
workweek bear to the regularly scheduled number of hours per workweek 
worked by the less than fill-time eligible Employee. Thereafter multiply 
that percentage times the share of any insurance premium the-Authority has 
agreed in Section 11.3 to pay for fill-time Employees. However, in no case 
will the Authority pay more than eighty-five percent of any premium. 
g. Retirees will continue to be responsible for their portion of the payment of 
any premiums associated with the benefits provided to Retirees under 
Section 1 1.1. 
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12.3 Overtime 
a. Overtime is defined as hours worked at the request or direction of the 
Authority in excess of 40 hours in any workweek, Thursday through 
Wednesday by Employees in positions that are overtime eligible by 
application of federal and state law. Such Employees shall be paid for 
such overtime worked at the rate of one and one half times an Employee's 
annual compensation converted to an hourly rate. 
b. In no event shall an Employee be entitled to Overtime unless the Employee 
is scheduled, requested or directed to work Overtime by the Authority. 
12.4 Holidav Observance 
a. The following holidays shall be observed by the Authority: 
1. New Year's Day 7. Labor Day 
2. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Day 8. Columbus Day 
3. Lincoln's Birthday 9. Election Day 
4. Washington's Birthday 10. Veterans' Day 
5. Memorial Day 1 1. Thanksgiving Day 
6. Independence Day 12. Christmas Day 
b. Lincoln's Birthday and Election Day shall be designated floating holidays. 
c. Employees who are required by the Authority to work on a holiday which is 
not a Floating Holiday will have the option of electing an alternative day off 
("Holiday Leave") with prior supervisory approval, which approval will not 
be unreasonably withheld; or being paid for the holiday at the rate of one 
tenth of the Employee's biweekly rate of compensation. If the Employee is 
required by the Authority to work less than a full day on such holiday, the 
Employee will have the option of accruing an equivalent amount of time off 
or being paid at the rate of 1/75 of the Employee's biweekly rate of 
compensation for each whole hour worked. In no event will an Employee 
be entitled to Holiday Leave or such compensation unless the Employee is 
scheduled, requested or directed to work on such holiday by the Authority. 
d. An Employee who is entitled to time off with pay on days observed as 
holidays by the Authority shall be granted compensatory time off when any 
such holiday falls on a Saturday provided, however, that Employees 
scheduled, requested or directed to work on any such Saturday may receive 
additional compensation in lieu of such compensatory time off in 
accordance with Paragraph (c). Section 4 of this Article. The Authority 
shall designate a day to be observed as a holiday in lieu of such holiday that 
falls on Saturday. 
e. Holiday Leave credits shall not be added to vacation accruals. An 
Employee who elects to accrue Holiday Leave credits will be permitted to 
carry over accrued holiday credits fiom one year to the next but will not be 
paid for such accruals if the Employee leaves the service of the Authority. 
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12.8 Use of Sick Leave at Half Pay 
a. The Authority shall grant sick leave at half pay for personal illness to an 
Employee eligible for sick leave, subject to the following conditions: 
1. The Employee shall have one year or more of continuous State and 
Authority service; and 
2. All of the Employee's accrued leave credits shall have been 
exhausted; and 
3. The cumulative total of all sick leaves at half pay granted to any 
Employee during the Employee's State and Authority service shall 
not exceed one week period for each completed six months of the 
Employee's State and Authority senice, and 
4. Satisfactory medical documentation shall be fiunished and continue 
to be furnished periodically at the request of the Authority, and 
5. Such leave shall not extend a period of appointment or employment 
beyond such date as it would otherwise have terminated pursuant to 
law or have expired upon completion of a specified period of 
service. 
b. Sick leave at half pay will not be granted or shall be terminated when the 
Employee is determined to be permanently disabled and unable to perform 
the duties of such Employee's position. 
c. Nothing contained herein shall supersede the continuous absence provisions 
of the New York State Civil Service Law and the Rules and Regulations of 
the New York State Department of Civil Service. 
12.9 Use of Personal Leave 
The Authority shall not require an Employee to give a reason as a condition for 
approving the use of personal leave credits provided, however, that prior approval for such 
use of leave credits is obtained, that the resulting absence will not interfere with the proper 
conduct of Authority functions and that an Employee who has exhausted personal leave 
credits shall charge approved absences necessitated by personal business or religious 
observance to accumulated Vacation or Overtime credits. 
12.10 Leave for Bereavement or Family Illness 
a. Employees shall be allowed to charge absences fiom work, in the event of 
death or illness in the Employee's immediate family including any members 
of the Employee's household, against accrued sick leave credits up to a 
maximum of 15 days in any one calendar year. 
b. Requests for leave for family illness shall be subject to approval by the 
Authority. Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
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The Authority will not maintain records regarding the identification of any 
Employee utilizing the Program whether by name or by any classification without 
the Employee's consent. No referrals made to the Program will be noted in an 
individual's personnel file without the Employee's consent. 
ARTICLE 14 
EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
The Authority's Employee Development Program is intended to give Employees an 
opportunity to improve job-related skills and to acquire additional job-related 
specialized knowledge. The Employee Development Program has as its basic 
purposes the improvement of Employees' Authority job performance and increasing 
the number of trained personnel available to fill new and promotional vacancies at 
the Authority. 
The Authority will reimburse any active Employee for the following: 
a. The full tuition cost of any course taken at the direction of the Authority, 
including books and fees. 
b. Seventy five percent (75%) of the cost of tuition, books and fees of any 
course taken outside the normal hours of work at any college, university or 
professional or technical school registered with the State of New York 
Department of Education, on the Employee's own initiative, provided that 
the course is directly related to the duties of the Employee's current job, or 
that the course is required in a degree program in which the Employee has 
enrolled and which relates directly to the Employee's current job; that prior 
Authority approval has been obtained and that the Employee provides 
evidence of tuition payment and satisfactory course completion. 
c. Fifty percent (50%) of the cost of tuition, books and fees of any course 
taken outside the normal hours of work at any college, university or 
professional or technical school registered with the State of New York 
Department of Education, on the Employee's own initiative, provided that 
the course will improve the Employee's general competence for performing 
the duties of the Employee's current job or a job the Employee can 
reasonably be expected to assume at the Authority in the future, or that the 
course is required in a degree program in which the Employee has enrolled 
and which will improve the Employee's general competence for performing 
the duties of the Employee's current job or a job the Employee can 
reasonably be expected to assume at the Authority in the future; that prior 
Authority approval has been obtained; and that the Employee provides 
evidence of tuition payment and satisfactory course completion. 
d. For Employees reimbursed pursuant to subdivisions b. or c. of this section, 
if at the end of the calendar year in which such reimbursement took place 
such reimbursement is subject to federal income taxation for Employees 
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c. The Authority agrees to consider any policy issued by the State of New 
York concerning Employee protection and the use of video display 
terminals and to implement such policy wherever prudent and cost- 
effective. 
15.2 Work Out of Title 
An Employee may be required to perform the duties of another position on a 
temporary basis for a reasonable period of time. For purposes of this Article, a reasonable 
period of time shall mean a period not to exceed 25 workdays. After 25 workdays, the 
individual performing the duties of another position in a higher grade will be paid at the 
rate applicable to that position, if the rate is higher than that of the Employee's regular 
position, until such time that the Employee is no longer performing the duties of that 
position in the higher grade. Any Employee required to perform a major portion of the 
duties of another position in a higher grade on a permanent basis shall be promoted to such 
position. For the purposes of this section, the term "permanent basis" shall mean a period 
in excess of twelve months. 
15.3 Safety and Inclement Weather Gear and Reimbursement for Personal Property 
Damage at Field Sites 
a. The Authority will provide hard hats, safety glasses, rubber boots and 
rubber rain slickers at field sites for use by field site Employees and those 
Employees visiting field sites as part of their Authority duties. 
b. The Authority will equip all Authority vehicles with a fire extinguisher, 
flashlight and emergency flares. 
c. The Authority agrees to reimburse Employees for loss of or damage to 
personal property suffered in the course of employment upon the 
following conditions: 
1. Loss of personal property may only be reimbursed if the Authority 
in advance of the loss authorized the Employee to have the personal 
property at the work site for the benefit of the Authority 
2. In no event shall payment pursuant to this section exceed two 
thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500). 
- .  
3. No payment shall be made if it is found that the loss or damage 
occurred as a result of the negligence of the Employee. 
4. No payment shall be made if the loss or damage occurs while the 
Employee is not using or wearing the protective safety equipment or 
clothing provided by the Authority as appropriate to the situation. 
15.4 Parking 
No parking fee will be imposed upon any Employee in any instance where no fee is 
being imposed as of the date of this Agreement. 
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18.3 Relocation Expenses 
The Authority agrees to reimburse Employees who are transferred, reassigned or 
promoted by the Authority for its convenience to locations beyond the IRS defined 
commuting distance from such Employees' places of residence for reasonable and 
necessary moving and relocation expenses, subject to the Employee's compliance with the 
applicable policies and procedures adopted by the Authority. 
18.4 Accidental Death and Dismemberment 
The Authority will provide, at its expense, insurance coverage against accidental 
death and dismemberment in the amount of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) for 
all Employees while in travel status on Authority business. 
1 8.5 Alternative Agreement 
Travel and transportation expenses will be reimbursed by the Authority in 
,. 
accordance with the Rules and Regulations of the Office of the Comptroller of New York 
State in the absence of agreement between Local 698 and Management concerning the 
rates to be applied in Sections 18.1 and 18.2 of this Article. 
ARTICLE 19 
COPIES OF AGREEMENT 
The Authority agrees to make a copy of this Agreement available to each Employee 
through access to the Authority's Intranet and to provide each Employee with the 
reasonable opportunity to copy the Agreement at no expense to the Employee. 
ARTICLE 20 
DISCIPLINE 
20.1 Applicability 
The following disciplinary procedure for incompetence and misconduct will apply 
to all Employees except new Employees while they are serving in their initial 
probationary period. 
a. An Employee will be entitled to representation through Local 698 at each 
step of the disciplinary procedure, including any discussions concerning 
resignation or settlement of any proposed or pending disciplinary action. 
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20.3. Actions not Constituting Discipline 
The Authority retains the right to take any of the following actions not 
constituting discipline without complying with the provisions of this Article including but 
not limited to: 
a. Counseling; written or oral; 
b. Verbal warning; 
c. Administrative leave with full pay and all benefits provided in Articles 10 
and 11 of this Agreement during an investigation. 
20.4 Susvension Prior to Notice of Discivline or Comvletion of Disciplinary 
Proceedings 
a. Prior to service of a Level 2 notice of discipline pursuant to Paragraph (b) 
of Section 20.7, or completion of the disciplinary process relating thereto, 
if the Authority believes either that: (i) there is probable cause to believe 
that such Employee's continued presence on the job represents an 
imminent danger to persons or property or (ii) would severely interfere 
with the operations of the Authority, then the Authority may suspend an 
Employee without pay for a period not to exceed 30 days. Ln such 
circumstance, a notice of discipline shall be served upon the Employee 
within 72 hours and notice of the service of the notice of discipline shall 
be provided electronically or in writing to Local 698. 
b. The Authority may place on administrative leave any Employee indicted 
or charged with the commission of a crime related to that Employee's 
performance of his or her duties at the Authority, even if the charging 
party is not the Authority. However the Employee shall receive full pay 
and all benefits provided in Articles 10 and 11 of this Agreement. 
20.5 Resignations Related to Discivlinw Matters 
a. An Employee may choose to resign upon such terms and conditions as the 
Authority may offer and the Employee may accept at any time prior to or 
after charges of misconduct or incompetence have been served. 
b. The Employee may seek representation through Local 698 or may consult 
with an alternative representative before agreeing to resign and a 
reasonable period of time will be afforded for such purpose. 
b. A resignation obtained under this Article in a manner inconsistent with 
this Article will be null and void. 
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the meeting and may present those documents the Employee 
reasonably deems appropriate concerning the merits of the 
disciplinary charges. The meeting with the Executive Director or 
designee shall be held within 20 business days from receipt by the 
Executive Director of the appeal or at such later time as Local 698 
and the Executive Director or designee may agree. 
5. The Executive Director or designee may conduct such 
investigations, as he or she may deem relevant before rendering a 
determination on the Employee's appeal. 
6 The Executive Director or designee may confirm the Level 1 
disciplinary charges in whole or in part; may dismiss the charges; 
and may sustain the proposed penalty or institute a different 
penalty provided the penalty is within the scope of the penalties 
authorized for Level 1 disciplinary proceedings in this Article. 
7. The Employee shall have ten business days from receipt of the 
Executive Director's or designee's determination on the appeal to 
file with the Executive Director, if desired, a written response to 
the determination and a copy of that response shall be placed in the 
Employee's personnel file. 
8. There will be no appeal or review in any forum from the Executive 
Director or designee's determination in a Level 1 Disciplinary 
Proceeding. 
9. The Authority may only initiate a Level 1 disciplinary proceeding 
against the same Employee for the same offense once in a thirty- 
six month period before the Authority is required to initiate 
disciplinary proceedings for the same offense pursuant to Section 
20.7 (b) of this Article. The Authority shall only initiate three 
Level 1 disciplinary proceedings against the same Employee for 
unrelated offenses within a five-year period before the Authority is 
required to initiate any further disciplinary proceedings pursuant to 
Section 20.7 (b) of this Article for the subject five-year period. 
10. A Level 1 disciplinary proceeding letter of warning or reprimand 
shall be removed from Employee's personnel file after five years if 
within that period the Employee has not been counseled or 
disciplined upon the same ground. 
b. Level 2 Disciplinary Proceedings 
1. The Authority may institute Level 2 disciplinary proceedings 
against an Employee consistent with this Paragraph "b." relating to 
acts or omissions by the Employee constituting misconduct or 
incompetence. 
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1. Local 698 or the Employee fails to file a disciplinary 
grievance within the fifteen (15) business days of the 
service of the notice of discipline; or 
. . 
11. Having filed a disciplinary grievance, Local 698 or the 
Employee elects not to pursue it in a timely manner; or 
... 
111. The penalty is upheld by the disciplinary arbitrator or a 
different penalty is determined by the arbitrator to be 
appropriate; or 
iv. The matter is settled. 
6. Within ten (10) business days of receipt of a Disciplinary 
Grievance, the Executive Director or designee shall direct the 
Senior Director of Operations or his or her designee to initiate the 
Disciplinary Arbitration process consistent with the provisions of 
Article 22: Arbitration of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 21 
CONTRACT GRIEVANCES 
21.1 Policy 
In order to enjoy a harmonious and cooperative relationship between the 
Authority and its Employees, it is the declared policy of the Authority to provide for the 
settlement of differences concerning this Agreement through an orderly Contract 
Grievance Procedure and to assure Employees the right of adjusting Contract Grievances 
without fear of reprisal. Local 698 shall have the exclusive right to commence a Contract 
Grievance as defined insection 21.2 of this Article on behalf of itself or any Employee. 
2 1.2 Contract Grievance 
A Contract Grievance is a dispute concerning the interpretation, application or 
claimed violation of a specific term or provision of this Agreement, except that matters 
provided for by statute or administrative procedures applicable to the Authority will not 
be considered Contract Grievances or subject to review by an arbitrator as provided in 
this Article 2 1 . 
21.3 Procedure Relating to Contract Grievances 
a. Step 1 of the Contract Grievance Process: 
1. A Contract Grievance shall be commenced by the submission of 
the alleged grievance in writing to the Authority's Senior Director 
of Operations not later than 30 business days after the date on 
which the act or omission giving rise to the alleged Contract 
Grievance occurred. Only a designated officer of Local 698 may 
initiate contract Grievances. The Contract Grievance shall identify 
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provisions set forth in Article 22: Arbitration of this Agreement. 
c. In no event shall there be relief on a Contract Grievance for any act or 
omission that occurred more than thirty business days before the Contract 
Grievance was filed with the Senior Director of Operations. 
d. All time limits set forth in thls Article may be waived by mutual 
agreement of the parties. 
e. Working or business days shall mean Monday through Friday, excluding 
holidays officially recognized by the Authority, unless otherwise specified 
in this Agreement. 
f. Local 698 may withdraw a Contract Grievance at any time provided that 
any such withdrawal is in writing and filed with the Senior Director of 
Operations 
g. Any resolution reached on a Contract Grievance will constitute precedent 
only if the President of Local 698 and the Executive Director agree that 
such resolution will have such effect. 
ARTICLE 22 
ARBITRATION 
Local 698 and the Authority jointly agree to the creation of a panel of arbitrators 
to serve as arbitrators during the term of this Agreement and thereafter until a 
successor agreement is negotiated for the resolution of grievances pursuant to 
Articles 20 and 21 of this Agreement. The panel of arbitrators is attached as 
Appendix F to this Agreement and shall be administered by the Senior Director of 
Operations or his or her designee. Assignment of an arbitrator to a specific 
grievance shall be by rotation among the panel of arbitrators. An arbitrator may 
be removed immediately from the panel upon mutual agreement of both parties or 
demand by either party. The removed arbitrator shall be replaced within sixty 
days by another arbitrator appointed by mutual agreement of the parties. 
All fees and expenses of the arbitrator, if any, shall be divided equally between 
the Authority and Local 698 (or the Employee if in a disciplinary arbitration the 
Employee is not represented by Local 698). Each party shall beat the cost of 
preparing and presenting its own case. Either party may at its own expense obtain 
a transcript at arbitration and shall hrnish a copy to the arbitrator and to the other 
P*Y. 
Arbitrations, pursuant to this Article, shall be held at offices of the Authority 
where practicable. 
Arbitrators shall conduct a hearing on any assigned grievance after being 
assigned. Each party to the grievance is to be provided a reasonable opportunity 
to examine and cross-examine witnesses and present evidence. The arbitrator's 
written decision shall be rendered within thirty business days of the close of the 
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ARTICLE 23 
EMPLOYEE OPPORTUNITIES 
As new permanent positions are created and existing positions become vacant, the 
Authority will provide Employees 14 calendar days notice of any position to be filled. 
The notice will be provided on the Authority's Intranet and will include the description of 
the positions proposed to be filled and the qualifications for the positions. 
ARTICLE 24 
PROBATION 
AAer the effective date of this Agreement, a probationary term of no less than 26 
weeks must be successfully served by any Employee appointed to any position. 
The probationary term starts on the first day the Employee starts work in the 
position for which a probationary term is required to be served. 
An Employee's probationary term may be extended once for another 26 week 
period to a total of 52 weeks upon the prior approval of the Managing Director of 
the Division in which the position belongs and the approval of the Executive 
Director or his designee. 
If the probationary Employee's job performance is unsatisfactory, their 
appointment may be terminated at any time after eight weeks and before 
completion of the probation period. 
If the probationary Employee's conduct is unsatisfactory, their appointment may 
be terminated at any time during the probationary period. 
If a probationary Employee is absent from their position because of an approved 
leave greater than a total of five days, the probationary period's minimum and 
maximum periods shall be extended by the period(s) of such approved leave(s). 
Unapproved leaves by a probationary Employee shall be considered as time 
served in the probationary period. 
An Employee serving a probationary period shall not be covered by Article 21: 
Discipline, or Article 26: Job Security of this Agreement with respect to the 
probationary position. Additionally, an Employee serving a probationary period 
shall not be covered by the provisions of Article 20: Contract Grievance for 
matters related to their probationary performance. 
An Employee who has successfully completed the probationary period in a 
position and who is appointed to another probationary position, will be entitled to 
return to the former position: 
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c. Notice of Layoff: The Authority shall provide an Employee who is to be 
laid off with written notice of the layoff at least thirty calendar days prior 
to the effective date of the layoff. If not, the Authority shall pay the 
Employee the equivalent of one day's pay at the Employee's daily rate of 
pay for each day of notice short of the thirty-day notice requirement. 
d. Insurance Benefits: An Employee who has been laid off shall remain 
eligible to receive all of the benefits provided in Article 11 of this 
Agreement for a period of one year following such layoff. Such benefits 
shall be provided at the Authority's expense to the same extent as if the 
Employee had not been laid off. Thereafter, such Employee may continue 
in such plans at the Employee's own expense for the period allowed by 
applicable law. 
26.2 Employee Service Seniority 
a. Employee service seniority will be determined in the event of a lay-off of 
Employees by the Authority as follows: 
1. For Employees other than those who were in a Field 
Representative Job Title at the Authority on April 1,2003: 
1. Service seniority shall be first determined by the length of 
continuous service with the Authority. 
. . 
11. In the event that application of Section 26.2(a)(l)(i) is 
insufficient to resolve the relative service seniority of all 
Employees holding the affected Job Title, the service 
seniority of the remaining Employees holding the affected 
Job Title shall be determined by ascertaining the length of 
continuous service with the Authority and with the State of 
New York. For purposes of this Article, service with the 
State of New York shall include service with any entity that 
was a participating Employer in the New York State and 
Local Employees' Retirement System (ERS) at the time of 
the service and the number of years of service shall be 
those years of service determined by the ERS consistent 
with its rules and regulations to be creditable to the 
Employee. The Employee holding the affected Job Title 
having the greater length of combined continuous service 
with the Authority and with the State of New York shall be 
deemed more senior than the remaining affected 
Employees and so on. 
2. For Employees servingin any of the Field Representative Job 
Titles at the Authority on or before April 1,2003: 
i. Service seniority is determined by ascertaining the length 
of continuous service with the Authority measured from 
April 1,2003. The Employee in the affected Job Title with 
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ARTICLE 27 
BENEFITS GUARANTEED 
All existing rules, regulations, practices, benefits and general working conditions 
previously provided and allowed by the Authority, unless specifically excluded by this 
Agreement, shall remain in full force and effect, provided, however, that this Agreement 
shall be construed consistently with the fiee exercise of rights reserved to the Authority by 
Article 5 of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 28 
CONCLUSION OF COLLECTIVE NEGOTIATIONS 
This Agreement is the entire agreement between the Authority and Local 698 
terminates all prior agreements and understandings and concludes all collective 
negotiations during its term except as specifically set forth in Article 29 of this Agreement. 
During the term of this Agreement, neither party will unilaterally seek to mod@ its terms 
.- through legislation or any other means. The parties agree to support jointly any legislation 
or administrative action necessary to implement the provisions of this Agreement. The 
parties acknowledge that except as otherwise expressly provided herein, they have l l l y  
negotiated with respect to the terms and conditions of employment and have settled them 
for the term of this Agreement in accordance with the provisions thereof. 
ARTICLE 29 
SEVERABILITY 
In the event that any article, section or portion of this Agreement is found to be 
invalid by a decision of a tribunal of competent jurisdiction or shall have the effect of loss 
to the Authority of funds made available through federal law, then such specific article, 
section or portion specified in such decision or having such effect shall be of no force and 
effect, but the remainder of this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect. Upon the 
issuance of such a decision or the issuance of a ruling having such effect of loss of federal 
funds, then either party shall have the right immediately to reopen negotiations with respect 
to a substitute for such article, section or portion of this Agreement involved. The parties 
agree to use their best efforts to contest any such loss of federal funds-that may be 
threatened. 
ARTICLE 30 
DURATION OF AGREEMENT 
The term of this Agreement shall become effective on April 1, 2003, and shall remain 
effective through March 31, 2007, and for such further period as may be agreed upon by 
both parties. All terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement shall remain in full force 
and effect until the parties have executed a new agreement. 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS OF OFFICERS EXECUTING AGREEMENT 
State of New York) 
) ss: 
County of Albany) 
before me personally came 
known, who, being duly sworn, 
County, State of New York; 
tory Authority of the State 
the above Agreement; and 
the (s)he signed their name thereto by order of the Board of Directors of said corporation. 
State of New York ) 
) ss: 
Countyof a& ) 
I 
n the year 2004, before me personally came 
ho, being duly sworn, did 
County, State of New York; 
cal698 of the Civil Service 
Employees Association, Inc., the labor organization described in and which executed the 
(s)he signed their name thereto by order of the 
of said labor organization and that the members of said 
Agreement by a vote of the membership on the 21 * 
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Appendix A 1. 
I New Job Title 
I 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Accountant 
~ccounhnt 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Grade Classification I Operational Unit Subunit Name 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Budget & Payroll 
Budget & Payroll 
Budget & Payroll 
Accounts Payable 
Investments 
lnvestments 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Const Fund Accounting 
Const Fund Accounting 
Const Fund Accounting 
Const Fund Accounting 
Bldg Services-Albany 
Environmental Affairs 
Opportunity Programs 
Telecom 
C S Administration 
Construction Contracts 
Construction Contracts 
Construction Contracts 
Project Mgnt. Admin 
Project Mgnt. Admin 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Finance 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
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New Job Title Grade 
4dministrative Assistant 
Mministrative Assistant 
qdministrative Assistant 
qdministrative Assistant 
qdministrative Assistant 
Mministrative Assistant 
Mministrative Assistant 
Mministrative Assistant 
Mministrative Assistant 
4dministrative Assistant 
4dministrative Assistant 
Sdministrative Assistant 
ldministrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
dnalyst, JDE Systems 
irchitect 
Architect 
Architect I 
Lchitect 
Architect 
4rchitect 
irchitect 
irchitect 
Appendix A I 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction 
Professional Finance 
Sr Professional Construction 
Sr Professional Construction 
Sr Professional Construction 
Sr Professional Construction 
Sr Professional Construction 
Sr Professional Construction 
Sr Professional Construction 
Sr Professional Construction 
Subunit Name 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
NYC Courts 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Bronx Criminal Court 
TS Administration 
NYC Programs 
Applications Support 
Art Acquisition 
lFMlS 
NYC Programs 
NYC Programs 
NYC Programs 
TS-Statewide Programs 
TS-Statewide Programs 
TS-Statewide Programs 
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Appendix A 
k 
New Job Tltle Grade Classification 
IAssistant Construction Services Specialist Para & Entry Level Prof 
(Assistant Director. Public Finance 
Operatlonal Unit SubUnlt Name 
Construction 
p p p p p -  
l~ssistant Director. Budget & Payroll 
Construction Technology 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager o r l ~ ~ u i v  
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
- - pp 
l~ssistant Director. Cost Control 
- - - - 
l~ssistant Director. Financial Management 
Public Finance 
Finance 
Construction 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
(~ssistant Director. ~inancings 
Public Finance 
Budget & Payroll 
Const Cont Admin 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Applications Support Assistant Director, lnforrnation Systems 
Assistant Director, Information Systems 
Assistant Director, lnforrnation Systems 
Manager or Equiv 1 ~inance l~pplications Support 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Mananer or Epuiv 
l~ssistant Director, Risk Management 8 Safety 
- 
Assistant Director, Construction Fund Accounting 
Assistant Interior Designer 
Assistant Office Manager 
Assistant Project Manager 
Para 8 Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
- - 
Executive Direction I~uilding Services-NYC 
- --- 
Construction 1 JOC'S 
l~ssistant Project Manager Construction ~NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
I~ssistant Project Manager Construction ~CUNY 
l~ssistant Project Manager Construction ~ N Y C  courts 
Assistant Project Manager 
Assistant Project Manager 
Para & Entry Level Prof ~~onstruction Islatewide Fac. Downstate 
Para & Entry Level Prof J~onstruction Istalewide Fac. - Upstate 
l~ssistant Project Manager 
Assistant Purchasing Coordinator 
Assistant Purchasing Coordinator 
Assistant Purchasing Coordinator 
Assistant Purchasing Coordinator 
Associate Counsel 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof Construction I I Purchasing Para & Entry Level Prof Construction Purchasing 
Construction 
Construction 
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Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Purchasing 
Para 8 Entry Level Prof 
Manager or Equiv 
Construction 
Counsel 
Purchasing 
Counsel 
Appendix A \ 
New Job Title Grade 
~ ~ 
Associate Counsel 1 5  
Associate Manager. Communication & Marketing 1 4  
Building Control Technician 3 
Building Manager 3 
Building Technician 1 
Building Technician 1 
Building Technician 
Building Technician 
CAD Technician 1 
Chief Project Manager 
Chief Project Manager 
Chief Project Manager 
CAD Technician 
Chief Code Administrator 
Chief Project Manager 
Chief Project Manager 
Chief Project Manager 
Chief Project Manager 
(chief Project Manager 1 5 1  
I 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Ichief, Construction Technology 1 5 1  
Chief Project Manager 
Chief, Construction Services Contracts 
5 
5 
- - 
Chief, IFMlS 
Chief. Professional Services Contracts 
I I 
Manager or Equiv l~ounsel I~ounsel 
Classification 
5 
5 
Sr Professional lcounsel l~ommunications 
~rofessional 1 ~xecutive Direction 1 Bldg Services-Albany 
Operational Unit 
Professional 1 Executive Direction 1 ~ l d ~  Services-Albany 
Subunit Name 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Clerical I Construction Clerical Construction 
Building Services-Delmar 
Bldg Services-Albany 
Bldg Services-Albany 
Clerical 
Clerical 
~ ~ 
Manager or Equiv (Construction l ~ o d e  Compliance 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Executive Direction 
Construction 
Manaaer or Esuiv 
Bldg Services-Albany 
IFMlS 
- ~~p - 
Manaaer or Eauiv 
lconstruction ~NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
l~onstruction ~NYC Health B Hosp. Corp. 1 Construction ~CUNY 
1 Construction Istalewide Fac. Downstate 
1 construction I~tatewide Fac. Downstate 
l~onstruction [statewide Fac. - Upstate 
lconstruction Islatewide Fac. - Upstate 
l~onstruction l ~ r o n x  Criminal Court 
Manager or Esuiv lconstruction lconstruction Technoloav 
Construction 
Construction 
Mananer or Equiv lconstruction ~FMIS 
John Jay College 
Const Cont Admin 
- -- - -- - - 
Manager or Equiv lconstruction IPS Cont Administration 
Appendix A to CSEA Local 698's 411103-3/31/07 Collective Bargaining Agreement 
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Appendix A I 
I - - - -- - - - New Job Title 
CSEA 
-
Claims Analyst 
Claims Analyst 
Claims Analyst 
Claims Analyst 
Claims Analyst 
Claims Analyst 
Code Administrator 
Code Administrator 
Code Administrator 
Code Administrator 
Code Administrator 
Communications Specialist 
Compliance Officer 
l~onstruction Analyst I 
l~onstruction Analyst I 
l~onstruction Analyst I 
l~onstruction Analyst I 
l~onstruction Analyst I 
l~onstruction Analyst I 
I~onstruction Analyst 1 
Construction Analyst 
Construction Services Specialist 
[~onstruction Services Specialist I 
Construction Services Specialist 
Contract Administrator 
-- -- 
Grade 
- - - -- - - - 
Classification 1 Operational unit 1 Subunit Name 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr ~rofesiional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Construction Contracts 
Construction Contracts 
Construction Contracts 
Construction Contracts 
Construction Contracts 
Construction Contracts 
Code Compliance 
Code Compliance 
Code Compliance 
Code Compliance 
Code Compliance 
-. 
Para & Entry Level Prof (~xecutive Direction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Sr Professional (~inance 
Professional I Construction Professional Construction 
Communications 
- - -  
Technical Support 
C S Administration 
Procurement Admin 
Professional l~onstruction l~onstruction Technology 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 1 construction l~onstruction Technology 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof 1 construction J~onstruction Technology 
Construction Contracts 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
CUNY 
Professional 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Appendix A to CSEA Local 698's 4/1/03-3/31/07 Collective Bargaining Agreement 
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Construction 
Construction 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Professional 
Quality Assurance Admin 
Construction Technology 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction Technology 
PS Cont Negotiation & Adm 
Appendix A 
New Job Title 
CSEA 
-
Contract Administrator 
Contract Administrator 
Contract Administrator 
Contract Administrator 
Database Administrator 
E-Mail Specialist 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Engineer 
Environmental Manager 
Environmental Manager 
Environmental Manager 
Facilities Management Specialist 
Grade Classification 
Professional l~onstruction IPS Cont Negotiation & Adm 
I 
I I 
~rofessional lconstruction IPS Cont Negotiation & Adm 
Operational Unit 
Professional 
Subunit Name 
Construction PS Cont Negotiation & Adm 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Para 8 Entry Level Prof 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
l~onstruction ~NYC Programs 
Construction 
Finance 
Finance 
I~onstruction ~NYC Programs 
Construction Contracts 
Technical Support 
Office Automation 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
l~onstruction ~NYC Programs 
NYC Programs 
NYC Programs 
NYC Programs 
NYC Programs 
l~onstruction ITS-statewide Programs 
l~onstruction ITS-statewide Programs 
l~onstruction ITS-statewide Programs 
l~onstruction ITS-statewide Programs 
1 construction ITS-statewide Programs 
1 ~onstruction ITS-statewide Programs 
l~onstruction ITS-statewide Programs 
Construction 
Construction 
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TS-Statewide Programs 
Environmental Affairs 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Environmental Affairs 
Environmental Affairs 
IFMlS 
I New Job Title 
Facilities Management Specialist * 
Facilities Mana~ement Systems Manager 
I Field Representative I Field Representative I 
~ i e l d  Representative I 
Field Representative I 
Field Representative I 
Field Representative I 
Field Representative Ii 
Field Representative II 
Field Representative II 
Field ~e~resentative II 
Field Representative II 
I Field Representative II Field Representative II 
l ~ i e l d  Representative II 
I Field Representative II Field Representative II 1 ~ i e l d  Representative II 
I Field Representative Ii Field Representative I1 
Field Representative ll 
Field Representative II 
Field Representative II 
I Field Representative ii Field Representative II 
Appendix A i 
Classification 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
I 
Para & Entry Level Prof l~onstruction 
Sr Professional l~onstruction 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Operational Unit 
IFMlS 
IFMlS 
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Subunit Name 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
NYC Courts 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
IFMlS 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 

Appendix A \ 
New Job Titie \ 
Field Representative II 
Field Representative II 
Field Representative I1 
Field Representative II 
Field Representative II 
Field Representative II 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field ~epresentative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Grade 
Professional Construction 
Professional Construction 
~rofessidna~ Construction 
Professional Construction 
Professional Construction 
Professional Construction I Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Subunit Name 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
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New Job Title 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative I II 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr ~rofesdional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
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Subunit Name 
CUNY 
CUNY 
NYC Courts 
NYC Courts 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Appendix A \ 
I New Job Title 
CSEA 
-
Field Representative Ill 
Field Representative Ill 
Field Re~resentative Ill 
Field Representative IV 
Field Representative IV 
File Clerk 
File Clerk 
File Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
Finance Clerk 
I Financial Analyst Financial Analyst 
Grade Classlflcatlon 1 Operational Unit I Subunit Name 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr ~rofesdional 
Sr Professional 
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Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Professional 
Professional 
ICUNY 
statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Bldg Services-Albany 
I B M ~  Services-Albany 
~ u m a n  Resources 
l~udget & Payroll 
Budget & Payroll 
Budget & Payroll 
~ccounts Payable 
Accounts Payable 
Accounts Payable 
Accounts Payable 
Accounts Payable 
Accounts Payable 
Investments 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Const Fund Accounting 
Public Finance 
Public Finance 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Public Finance 
Public Finance 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Bronx Criminal Court 
Bronx Criminal Court 
New Job Title 
l~inancial Services Assistant 1 
Grade 
- - -  
~inancial Analyst 
Financial Services Assistant 
l~inancial Services Assistant 1 2  
3 
2 
Financial Services Assistant 
Financial Services Assistant 1 Financial Services Assistant 1 
(~inancial Services Assistant l 2  
l~inancial Services Assistant 1 
llnterior Desianer 1 3  
Financial Services Assistant 
Financial Services Assistant 
Financial Systems Application Specialist 
Interior Designer 
2 
2 
2 
3 
I ~ a n a ~ e r ,  Accounting 1 
- -- - - - - - - 
Legal Assistant 
Legal Assistant 
Legal Assistant 
Mail Clerk 
Mail Clerk 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
I~anaaer. Customer Relations 1 4 1  
Manager. Accounting 
Manager, Accounting 
Appendix A I 
4 
4 
Classification 
Professional 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
1 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Professional 
Professional 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Sr Professional l~xecutive Direction (~ommunications 
Operational Unit 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional (~inance ( ~ e l p  Desk 
Subunit Name 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Construction 
Construction 
Counsel 
Counsel 
Counsel 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
- --- -- 
[ ~ a n a ~ e r ,  investments 1 4 1  
Accounts Payable 
Accounts Payable 
Accounts Payable 
Accounts Payable 
Accounts Payable 
Accounts Payable 
Finance Operations 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Finance Operations 
Interior Design 
Interior Design 
Counsel 
Counsel 
Counsel 
Building Services-NYC 
Bldg Services-Albany 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Sr Professional 1 Finance 1 Investments 
Accounts Payable 
Finance Operations 
Financial Management 
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Appendix A ' 
New Job Tltle 
I~anager, Public Finance 
Manager, Technical Support 
Manager, Web Development 
Messenger 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
(office Assistant 
loffice Assistant 
I Office Assistant Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
loffice Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
10ffice Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
-- - 
Grade 
- - 
Classification I Operational Unit I Subunit Name 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional Finance 
Clerical 1 Executive Direction 1 ~ l d ~  Services-Albany 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Clerical 
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Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Counsel 
Finance 
Finance 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Risk Management 
Building Services-NYC 
Building Services-NYC 
Bldg Services-Albany 
Bldg Services-Albany 
Counsel 
Finance Administration 
IS Administration 
Purchasing 
Purchasing 
Purchasing 
Purchasing 
Purchasing 
Interior Design 
PS Cont Negotiation & Adm 
PS Cont Administration 
Construction Contracts 
JOC's 
Project Mgnt. Admin 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
New Job Tltle Grade 
CSEA 
- - -- 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office 'Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Assistant 
Office Manager 
Opportunity Programs Specialist 
PM Systems Coordinator 
PM Svstems Coordinator 
Program Analyst 
Project Accountant 
Project Accountant 
Project Accountant 
Project Accountant 
Proiect Accountant 
Project Manager 
Appendix A \ 
Clerical l~onstruction l~tatewide Fac. Downstate 
Clerical I Construction I Statewide Fac. - Upstate clerical Construction Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Subunit Name Classlficatlon 
Clerical l~onstruction l~tatewide Fac. - Upstate 
Operational Unit 
Clerical I Construction I Statewide Fac. - Upstate Clerical Construction Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Clerical l~onstruction l~tatewide Fac. - Upstate 
Clerical I Construction I Statewide Fac. - Upstate Clerical Construction Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Construction I Bronx Criminal Court Construction Construction Technology 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Para & Entry Level Prof Executive Direction lopportunity Programs 
Construction I Construction Technology Construction Quality Assurance Adrnin 
Clerical 
Clerical 
Professional 
, . .  . . 
Professional (construction ~NYC Health 8 Hosp. Corp. 
Construction 
Construction 
Executive Direction 
~r Professional 
Sr Professional 
Para & Entrv Level Prof 
Professional l~onstruction ~NYC Health 6 Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Programs 
TS-Statewide Programs 
Building Services-NYC 
Professional l~onstruction ~NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
Construction 
Construction 
Finance 
Construction Technology 
Construction Technology 
Applications Support 
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Professional 
Professional 
Sr Professional 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
NYC Health 8 Hosp. Corp. 
Bronx Criminal Court 
C S Administration 
Appendix A 
I New Job Title 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Grade Classlficatlon 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr ~rofesdonal 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
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Operational Unit 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Subunit Name 
C S Administration 
JOC's 
JOC's 
JOC's 
UYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
UYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
UYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
UYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
VYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
UYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
X N Y  
X N Y  
X N Y  
X N Y  
XJNY 
X N Y  
X N Y  
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Appendix A \, 
New Job Title Grade 
I 
Project Manager I 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager I 
Classification I O~erational Unit 1 Subunit Name 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr ~rofes$ional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate 
Construction Technology 
Construction Technology 
IFMlS 
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I, 
, Appendix A i. 
I I 
Purchasing Coordinator 3 Professional 
New Job Title Grade 
Purchasing Coordinator 
Purchasing Specialist 
I I 
Records Management Specialist 1 2 1 Para & Entry Level Prof 
Classification 
Purchasing Specialist 
Receptionist 
I~egional Project Manager l 5  
3 
3 
Regional Project Manager l 5  
Professional 
Professional 
3 
1 
Regional Project Manager 1 
Professional 
Clerical 
Regional Project Manager 1 
Sr. Accountant 1 
Regional Project Manager 
Rehab Design Specialist 
RFP Coordinator 
Risk Management Specialist 
Risk Management Specialist 
Sr. Accountant 
Sr. Accountant 1 
5 
4 
2 
2 
2 
3 
I Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Sr. Accountant 
Sr. Analyst JDE Systems 
Sr Professional 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
3 
4 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr. Analyst JDE Systems 1 4 1  Sr Professional 
Sr. Architect 
Sr. Assistant Project Manager 
Sr. Assistant Project Manager 
Sr. Assistant Project Manager 
Sr. Assistant Project Manager 
Operational Unit 
5 
3 
1 construction (~urchasinn I 
Subunit Name 
Construction 
Construction 
Manager or Equiv 
Professional 
3 
3 
3 
1 ~xecutive Direction 1 ~ u m a n  Resources I 
Purchasing 
Purchasing 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
1 construction l~tatewide Fac. Downstate I 
l~xecutive Direction 
construction 
1 construction l~tatewide Fac. - Upstate I 
Bldg Services-Albany 
Statewide Fac. Downstate 
Construction l~tatewide Fac. - Upstate I 
Construction hatewide Fac. - Upstate I 
Construction 
Construction 
Executive Direction 
Finance 1 investments I 
- 
TS-Statewide Programs 
RFP Coordination 
Risk Management 
Executive Direction 
Finance 
Finance I financial Management I 
Risk Management 
Accounts Payable 
Finance l~pplications Su~port I 
Finance 
Finance 
Const Fund Accounting 
Applications Support 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
TS-Statewide Programs 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
Construction l~tatewide Fac. Downstate 1 
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1, 
I Appendix A 
Subunit Name New Job Title I Grade 
I 
Operational Unit r- CSEA -
Statewide Fac. - Upstate I 
Construction 
Executive Direction 
1 Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Professional 
Professional 
1 Para & Entry Level Prof 
I Para & Entry Level Prof 
Sr. Assistant Project Manager 
Sr. Assistant Project Manager 
Sr. Building Technician 
Sr. Building Technician 
Sr. Building Technician 
Sr. Contract Administrator 
Sr. Contract Administrator 
Sr. Code Administrator 
Sr. Code Administrator 
Sr Counsel 
Statewide Fac. - Upstate I 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Building Services-Delmar 
Bldg Services-Albany 
Bldg Services-Albany 
Fast Track Procurement 
PS Cont Negotiation & Adm 
Code Compliance 
Code Compliance 
Sr. Engineer 5 
Sr. Engineer 5 
Sr. Engineer 5 
Sr. Engineer 5 
Sr Professional 
I 
I Sr Professional 
~onstruction 
Construction 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Construction 
Construction 
Sr Professional 'Counsel Counsel I 
Manager or Equiv Construction NYC Programs 
NYC Programs 
NYC Programs 
Manager or Equiv Construction 
Manager or Equiv Construction 
Manager or Eauiv Construction 
Executive Direction Sr. Environmental Manager 5 
Sr Professional Sr. Environmental Specialist 
Sr. Financial Analyst 
Sr. Financial Analyst 
Sr. Financial Analyst 
Construction 4 
4 
4 
4 
Code Compliance 
Finance Operations 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Financial Management 
Const Fund Accounting 
Finance Operations 
Finance Operations 
IFMlS 
IFMIS 
Sr Professional Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional Sr. Financial Analyst 
Sr. Financial Analyst 
Sr. Financial Analyst 
Sr. Financial Systems Applications Specialist 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Professional 
Professional Sr. Financial Systems Applications Specialist 
Sr. Facilities Management Systems Manager 
Sr. Facilities Management Specialist 
Manager or Equiv 
Professional 
3 
5 
3 
Construction 
Construction 
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New Job Title Grade 
CSEA 
-
Sr. Information Services Assistant 
Sr. Interior Designer 
Sr. Opportunity Programs Analyst 
Sr. Opportunity Programs Analyst 
Sr. Program Analyst 
Sr. Program Analyst 
Sr. Program Analyst 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Project Manager 
Sr. Purchasing Coordinator 
Appendix A j 
Classification I Operational Unit 1 Subunit Name 
Para & Entry Level Prof I Finance l ~ e l ~  Desk 
Professional 
Sr ~rofesiional 
Opportunity Programs 
Applications Support 
Sr Professional 
Professional 
Professional 1 ~ inance l ~ ~ ~ l i c a t i o n s  Support 
Construction 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Finance 
Interior Design 
Opportunity Programs 
Manager or Equiv I~onstruction l~roject Mgnt. Admin 
Professional 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv l~onstruction ~NYC Health L Hosp. Corp. 
Finance 
Construction 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health L Hosp. Corp. 
NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
Applications Support 
JOC's 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv Construction I I NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. Manager or Equiv Construction NYC Health & Hosp. Corp. 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Manager a Equiv I~onstruction ~CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
CUNY 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Manager or Equiv l~onstruction l~tatewide Fac. - Upstate 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv (~onstruction ~IFMIS 
Sr Professional l~onstruction 1 purchasing 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
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CUNY 
NYC Courts 
NYC Courts 
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( ~ r .  Systems Specialist 1 
Subunit Name 
- 
New Job Title 
Sr. Purchasing Coordinator 
Sr. Systems Specialist 
4 
3 
lsystems Specialist 1 
Grade 
Sr. Systems Specialist 
Sr. Systems Specialist 
Sr. Systems Specialist 
Systems Specialist 
Systems Specialist 
Systems Specialist 
J ~ ~ s t e m s  Specialist I 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
Classification 
]Term Contract Administrator 1 
Operational Unit 
Systems Specialist 
Systems Specialist 
Term Contract Administrator 
l ~ e r m  Contract Administrator 1 2  
2 
2 
2 
Sr Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Professional 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entry Level Prof 
Para & Entrv Level Prof 
Finance l~echnical Support 
Construction 
Finance l~echnical Support 
Purchasina 
Finance !office Automation 
Finance 1 Field SupporUHardware 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 
Finance 1 Field SupporUHardware 
Telecom 
Field SuppoNHardware 
Technical Support 
Help Desk 
Help Desk 
Construction l ~ a s t  Track Procurement 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction 
Construction I ~ a s t  Track Procurement 
Construction Contracts 
IFMlS 
Fast Track Procurement 
]Training Coordinator 1 2 1 Para & Entry Level Prof I~xecutive Direction l ~ u m a n  Resources 
- -  - -- - - 
Web Developer 3 Professional 1 ~inance Ilnterneff lntranet 
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I Job Title I Grade I Classification I Operational Unit I Subunit Name I 
UAW 
-
l~ssoc  ~ s s t  counsel 1 54 1 Sr Professional 
- 
Assoc Mgr, P&PD 
Assoc Real Property Spec 
Assoc Real Property Spec 
Assoc Real Property Spec 
Asst Dir Health Care 
Asst Dir Opport Progs 
Asst Dir P&PD 
Asst Prog CrdIFinAnal Ill 
Financial Analyst II 
Counsel 
Pblicy & Prog Dev 
Executive Direction I--
Financial Analyst Ill 
Managing Asst Counsel 
Managing Asst Counsel 
Opp Prgrns Specialist Ill 
Opp Prgms Specialist Ill 
Opp Progs Field Rep II 
Opp Progs Field Rep I1 
P&PD Analyst Ill 
Pub Fin Svcs Asst 
Real Prop Sys Spec 
/ Executive Direction 
50- 
46 
46 
46 
58 
54 
54 
54 
42 
1 ~xecutive Direction 
Upper Level Prof 
Professional Ill 
Professional Ill 
Professional Ill 
Manager or Equiv 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Sr Professional 
Professional II 
46 
58 
58 
36 
36 
F2 
F2 
46 
36 
36 
~ o l i c y  & Prog Dev 
Professional Ill 
Manager or Equiv 
Manager or Equiv 
Professional I 
Professional I 
Field Rep II 
Field Rep II 
Professional Ill 
Professional I 
Professioanl I 
Executive Direction 
policy & Prog Dev 
Public Finance 
Policy & Proa Dev 
Executive ~irection 
Counsel 
Counsel 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Policy & Prog Dev 
Public Finance 
Executive Direction 
-- - 
Counsel 
Health Care 
Real Property 
Real Property 
Real Property 
Health Care 
Opportunity Programs 
Higher Education 
Public Finance 
Health Care 
Administrative Analysis 
Counsel 
Counsel 
Opportunity Programs 
Opportunity Programs 
Opportunity Programs 
Opportunity Programs 
Health Care 
Public Finance 
Real Property 
l ~ e a l  Property Field Rep I 1 FI 1 Field Rep I 1 ~xecutive Direction 1 ~ e a l  Property I 
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Real Property Spec 
Real Property Svcs Asst 
Secretary II 
36 
32 
14 
Professional I 
Entry-Level Prof II 
Clerical II 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
- 
Real Property 
Real Property 
Opportunity Programs 
Appendix B \, 
Secretary Ill 
Sr Assistant Counsel 
Sr Assistant Counsel 
Sr Financial Analyst 
Sr Secretary I I 18 1 Clerical Ill l~xecutive Direction l ~ ~ ~ o r t u n i t y  Programs I 
Sr Financial Analyst 
Sr Real Property Spec 
Sr Secretary I 
Sr Secretary I 
Sr Secretary II 1 24 I Para-professional l ~ub l i c  Finance l~ub l ic  Finance I 
18 
50 
50 
50 
Upstate Regional Mgr 1 54 ( Sr Professional 1 Executive Direction l ~ ~ ~ o r t u n i t y  Programs I 
50 
42 
18 
18 
Number of Titles in Group 
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1 
Public Finance 
Counsel 
Counsel 
Public Finance 
Clerical Ill 
Upper Level Prof 
Upper Level Prof 
Upper Level Prof 
Upper Level Prof 
Professional II 
Clerical Ill 
Clerical Ill 
Public Finance 
Counsel 
Counsel 
Public Finance 
Public Finance 
Erecutive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Executive Direction 
Public Finance 
Real Property 
Opportunity Programs 
Real Property 
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THE DORhlITORY AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
and 
THE CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCUTION, mC.. LOCAL 1000, 
MSChE. MI--CIO, LOCAL 698 
and 
THE INTERNATIONAL UNION and ITS LOCAL 21 10, UNlTED AUTO WORKERS 
This Agreement ("Agrmmt") is made by and between the Dormitory Authority of the State 
of New York ("the Authority"), and the Civil Service Employees Association, hc., Local 1000, 
AFSCME, AFL-CIO, Local 698 ("CSEA"), and the I n t d o n a l  Union and Its Locd 2110, United 
Auto Workers ('?JAW"), (collectively, "the parties"). 
1. The parties agree tha$ the positions and employees listed in Appendk 1A win be 
transferred from the CSEA bargaining unit to the UAW bargaining unit. Those listed in 
Appendix 1A will be covered by the UAW Collective Bargaining Apement effective the 6m day 
of the first pay period aAer the date of execution of the UAW Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
2. The panics agree tha~ the positions listed in Appendix 1B will be t d d  from tho 
UAW bargahing unit to the CSEA bargaining unit. The employee Wed in Appendix 1B will be 
covered by the CSEA Collective Bargaining Agreement effective the first day of the hrst pay period 
after the date of execution of the UAW Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
3. The parties agee that a new position listed in ~ppendix I C will be created and placed 
in the UAW bargaining unit effective the first day of the first pay period after the date of execution 
-2- 
of the UAW Collective Bargainins Agreement. 
4. The parties agree that effective the fim day of the first pay period &a the date of 
execution ofthe UAW Collective Bargaining Agreement, UAW sM1 represent those unptoy#s and 
positions listed in Appendix ID. 
5. The panies agree that employes in positions lined on AppMdix 1 A Hill receive the 
salary and bencfits to which they are entitled under the CSEA Collective Bargaining Agretmtnt u d  
- their position is transferred to the UAW bargaining unit and will thereafter be entitled, on a 
prospective basis only, to salary and benefits under the UAW Collective Bargaining Apemub 
! 
6. The parties agree that the employee in the position Listed on Appendix IB will recdve 
- 
the s h y  and benefits, including retroactivity, to which ha is entitled under the UAW Collective 
Bargaining Agreement until his position is transferred to the CSEAcollective bargaining unit and wiU 
thereafter be entitled. on a prospective basis only, to salary and benefits under the CSEA CoUective 
Bargaining Agreement. 
7. The panies agree that positions created in the hture will be represented in the 
following manner: 
a. where one union represents an entire Authority unit, all vacancies and new 
positions, including new titles. except those that are managerial c 
confidential, tvivtll be represented by that union (e.g., UAW for Real Property, 
CSEA for SEQRA); and 
b. where both unions represent employees in an Authority unit, ail new positions, 
including new titles. except those that are managerial or confidential. will be 
represented on a proportional basis by the CSEA or UAW deptndiag on the 
proportion of employees in that Authority unit represented by CSEA and 
UAW on the date this Agreement i s  executed; and 
c. all existing positions which are reclassified and existing vacancies fiUed will 
be represented by the Union which represents the position as of the datt this 
Aptement is executed; and 
- 
d. ifnew positions an created inunits which do not presently exkt or CSEA and 
UAW do not agree with the detcnnination by the Authority of bargaining unit 
placement for those new positions, including now titles, r d d  to in 
paragraph 7(b) above, then the parties agree to  meet and confer to try to 
resolve such bargaining unit placement prior to seeking intuvention from a 
third party; and 
e. and the parties agree this Agtement wilI modify and amend the collcaivt 
bargaining agreement for CSEA for the! ptriod April 1, 1999 through Match 
31,2003. 
8. UAW agrees that it will withdraw with prejudice the following Improper PracticeChargtt 
which were filed with the Public Employment Relations Board ("PERB"): Case No. U-17375; Case 
No. U-17544; and Case No. U-17543. 
9. CSEA agrees to withdraw its petition for Unit Clarification and/or Unit Placement (Case 
No. CP-634 and (2-608). CSEA and UAW agree that they wiU not file a petition for Unit 
Clarification and/or Unit Placement concerning the positions contained in Appendix IA, 18, 1 C, ID, 
2 or 3 and will not contest the representation of these positions for the duration of the UAW and 
CSEA Collective Bargaining Agreements. 
wumunnwn--octtmrpd 
10. CSEA and UAW agree to withdraw any opposition to the Authority's application in 
PERB Case No. E-2 15 1 for the desienation of the individuals set forth in Appendix 2 as managerial 
or confidential. CSEA and UAW further agree to sign a consent to designation of those positions 
as managerial or confidential. 
11. The Authority agrees to withdraw the portion of the Authority's Application in PERB 
, Case No. E-2 15 1 which seeks the designation of the individuals set fonh in Appendix 3 as managerial 
DORMITORY AUTHORITY OF THE STATE 
OF NI;1W YORX 
By: 
By: 
hk'J& a C LA r&c&*l 
THE INTERNATIONAL UNION AND ITS 
LOCAL 2 1 10, UNITED AUTO WORKERS 
APPENDIX IA 
CSEA Trnnsfer of Positions to UA W 
Counsei's Office 
Matthew J. Moore 
Deborah J. Paden 
Donald T. Ross 
Vacancy of Jennings 
Nancy Conrad 
Christopher 
Elizabeth C. F m  
Richard J. W a n  
Stiaxmon A Hickman 
Patricia Huckans 
John P. O'DonneIl 
Kimberly E. Ryan 
John D. Toppeta 
Richard J. Wynnt 
Michelle Centeno 
Michael M. Clay 
Charles J. Croskey 
Daniel Legurn 
- Pamela K. Legert 
Jaette Nelson 
Olivia Peck 
Dennis Williams 
Renet Wtnters 
Policy and Programs 
Assistant Counsci 
Managing Assist. Counsel 
Assistant Counsel 
Assoc. Asst. Counsel 
Kelly Anne Cherzanowski 
Patricia A. Lanotte 
Todd Meyer 
Richard J. Sauer 
Peter Ten Eyck 
Real Proptrty Svs. Asst. 
-- RtalPtop=rtySpec. I 
Real Propay Speciafist 
Assoc. Real Pmpcrty Spec. 
Sr. Real Pmputy S p .  
Real Property Field Rep. I 
Chief Appraiser 
Sr. Stcntary I 
Rcal Property Spec. 
Aaoc. Rcal Prop. Spec. 
Field Representative 11 
Upstate Regional h h a g ~  
AfE Action Specialist I1 
Senior Strruary I 
AfE Action Specialist 
Secretary I 
Asst. Dr., Opport. Prgs. 
Field Representative I1 
Senior Secretary I 
Fmancial Analyst 11 
Ernancia1 Analyst III 
Asst. Director, Pol. & Prg. 
Research Analyst 
Financial Analyst I 
Public Finance 
Kim Mero Senior Secretary l"l 
Doma Stephenson Secretary II 
Kathleen S. Vandyk Senior Secretary 
A PPElVDIX IB 
UA IV Transfer of Position to CTEA 
Jack Homkow, Envir. Mgr. III - SEQRA 
A PPEIVDIX I C 
Dormitow Authorirv Nnv Positwn for UA W 
New Position in Policy and Program Development 
Counsel's Office 
UA W Negotiating Unit 
Effective With Tn'- Partite Acreenlent 
Susan J. Bouton 
J. Matthew Moore 
Deborah J. Paden 
Sara Pottcr 
Donna A. Rosen 
Donald T. Ross - 
Vacancy 
Vacancy 
Assistant Counsel 
Assistant Counsel 
Managing Assist. Counsd 
Assistant Counsel 
Senior Asst. Counsel 
Assistant C o d  
Asmc. Asst. Counsel 
Senior Asst. Counsel 
Health Care Management 
Tracy A Fay Asst. Dir. 
John L. McCann Asst. Pros. CoordKn. Anaiyst III 
Kelly Anne Chrzanowski Fuwcial Analyst 11 
Patricia A Lanotte Frnancial Analyst IlI 
Keili A. McLeod POL And Prog. Dev. Anal. 
Todd Meyer Ass. Director, Pol. & Prg. 
Richard J. Sauer Research Analyst 
Pctw Teneyck, Jr. Financial Analyst i 
Vacancy - Undetermined 
O~aortunitv Proerams 
Michelle Centeno Field Representative II 
Michael M. Clay Upstate Regional Manager 
Charles J. Croskey AfK Action Specialist II 
Daniel Laguerra Senior Secretary I 
Pamela K. Legere Aff  Action Specialist 
Jezette Nelson Secretary I 
Olivia I. Peck Asst. Dir., Oppon. Prgs. 
Dennis L. Williams 
Renee Winters 
Public Finance 
Gisele Assile 
Kim Mero 
Arthur Stein 
Donna Stephenson 
Victoria L. Storrs 
Kathleen S. Vmdyk 
Arthur R Ware 
Nancy R Conrad 
Christopher D u f f j .  
Elizabeth C. Frame 
Richard J. Gurian 
Shannon A Hickman 
Patricia Huckans 
John P. O'Donnell 
Kimberly E. Ryan 
Jobn D. Toppeta 
Richard J. Wynne 
Field Representative I1 
Senior Secretary I 
Asst. Prog. CoordJE~n. Analyst JII 
Senior Secretary II 
Asst. Prog. C o o r d f i  Analyst III 
sectetary 11 
Anaiyst 11 
Senior Secretary Ill 
Asst. Prog. C o o r d f l i  Analyst III 
Real Property Svs. Asst. 
Red Property Spec. I 
R d  Propaty Specialist 
Assoc. Real Property Spec. 
Sr. Real Property Spec. 
Rtal Property Field Rep. I 
ChiefAppraiser 
Sr. S e a t m y  I 
Red Proptrty Spec. 
Assoc. Real Prop. Spec. 
Positions Designated Managerial or Confidential 
I l t  
A. Positions Desimated Mana~erial 
Becker, Margaret 
Bianchi, Enriw 
Boiko, Steven 
BurgdorE, Paul 
Caffrcy, James - 
Casey, Pad 
CineUi Pasquale 
Circlii Louis 
Conigan, Mike 
Dall, James 
D o m i n a  Edward 
Drescher, Debra 
Falvey, DeJlnk 
Favitta, Leigh 
Fraser, Robert 
Ganz Marc 
Graber, Karen 
Gray, James 
Guile y, Thomas 
Ishmael Cheryl - 
Jackson, Emory 
Kolk, Michael 
Lapetinq Mauro 
Lefebvre, Laura 
Mannix, Thomas 
McDowell, Donald 
McGlinchy, Peter 
Murphy, Thomas 
Pasicmyk, John 
Patrick, Hank 
Piscatella, Phillip 
Director, Financing Coordination, Public Fmance 
Sr. Director, Project Managemat 
Assiswu General Couasd, Counsel's Office 
Dirtctw, Conmnrnicatioa & Marketing 
Director, Risk Manageme. 
. . Director of A d d e  An* Policy and 
Program Development 
Chi< Upstate Rcgios H d t h  Sewices 
Cbig Design Savicer, Rehab & Design 
Deputy Chid Ftnancial Officer, Finance 
ChieS Eldd O p e d o n s  
Director, Internal ABFairs 
AsEociatc General Counsel 
Chief Project Manager, Hcalth & Hospital Corp. 
Director, i n f o d o n  Serviccs 
Director, Enginec~g Services 
Director, Real Properry 
Senior Director, Procurement 
Director, S U N Y  & Independents 
Managing Director, Policy and Program 
Development 
Managing Director. Public Finance 
Director, Opportunity Programs 
Director, CUNY Capital Programs 
Assiitant General Counsel 
Director, Health Care Programs 
Manager, Purchasing 
Director, Health Svcs Program 
Direnor, Metropolitan Operations 
Executive Director 
Chief Financial Officer 
Deputy General Counsel 
Chief. Downstate Region, Health Services 
Pohl, Jeffey 
Pugliese. Felix 
Rufer, Mark 
Ruiq Israel 
Stabulas, Michael 
Tatm, Susan 
Van Vleck, Doug 
Wood, Phillip 
Ashtey, Helen - 
Banahan Bonnie 
Banahan, Colleen (Hummcl) 
Boomer, Patricia 
Colacino, Diane 
Corina-Hickey, Lynne 
Dow, Brian 
Hayes, Brigid 
Hutton, Claudia 
Kdly, Tammie C. 
bichhllen, Donna 
Mims, Joan 
Monahan, Dennis 
Luisa 
. Rider, Sharon 
General Counsel 
Senior Director Operations 
Sr. Director, Public Finance 
Manager of Client Relations, N.Y. Capital Program 
Chief, CUNY Rehab 
Managing Pusistarrt Counsei 
Managing Director of Consuuction 
Deputy Executive Director 
Senior Secrcwry 4 Counsel's Ofice 
Human~Ats i suuum,HumanR+K)wces  
Senior Scactary IT; Poticy and P r o w  
Devciopmcnt 
AssociateEicecytivc Assistant 
Investigation Auditor; I n t d  Audit 
Human Rcsoums Assistant fl 
Press Officer, Conrmunications, Marketing 
Strartgic Assessment Specialist; Mark- gt 
Communication 
Human Resources Specialist 
Internal Auditor, Internal Audit 
Security Coor. II 
Human Resources Manager 
Senior HR Specialist 
APPENDIX 3 
Positions DASNY H9thdrmvsfrom ManagenaVConfidenriPI 
A~~f ica t ion  In Accordance with CSEA. UA W, DASNYAweemnt 
A n h s .  John 
Bterle, Gail 
D'Ambrosio, Nicholas 
DeSalvatorc, Lewis 
Gallup, Elizabeth 
Jones, Barry 
Joshi, Mukund 
Kvam, David - 
McGrath, Timothy 
Navarro, Santiago 
Nkolsky, Edward 
Peck, Oliva 
Purcell Andrew 
Raleigh, Tracy Fay 
Robinson, Liz 
Rode, Pearl Ellen 
Ross, Donald 
R m  Kimberly 
Sarin, Narinder 
Smith, Godfiey 
Vance, Peter 
Walsh, Robert 
Webir, Patricia 
Whn, John 
Zakarian, Thomas 
Zamor, Claude 
Chief Project Manager, SUNY-IND. 
HumanResourcesSptcialist,HumaaReJources 
Project k g e r  IU 
bktant Dirtctor, Asset Managrmem 
Manager, Disbursuntnts 
Building Manager II 
Chief Project Manager, Downstate; Indep. 
As?jstant D'IZWXO~, Public Finance 
Project Manager llI 
Chief Project Manager, S W s  Indep. 
Project Matraga IU 
Assistant Director, Oppormnity Programr; 
Assistant Director, Public finance 
Assistant Director, Hdth Care Programs 
StaEDevdopmmt Speciafisf Human Resmms 
Project Management Assistant, Constnrction 
Suvices 
Assistant Counsel 
Senior Stauary I, Real Property 
Chief Project Manager, Indep. instit. 
Assistant Director, Purchasing 
Assistant Director, Information S e ~ c e s  
Project Manager III 
Project Manager III 
Chief Project Manager, N.Y.C. Courts Pto- 
Project Manager IX 
Project Manager III 
! 
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Appendix E 
Workers' Compensation Supplemental Benefits 
Rules and Regulations 
Employees necessarily absent from duty because of an occupational injury, 
disease or condition as defined in the Workers' Compensation Law shall be 
eligible for a Workers' Compensation Supplemental Benefit (Supplement) as 
provided in this Appendix. Determinations of the Workers' Compensation Board 
regarding compensability of claims shall be binding upon the parties. 
A workers' compensation injury shall mean any occupational injury, disease or 
condition found compensable as defined in the Workers' Compensation Law. 
An employee who suffers a compensable occupational injury shall receive, in 
addition to the payment by the insurance carrier, a payment (Supplement) 
sufficient to provide an employee with 100% of the net pay that the employee 
received prior to the occupational injury, subject to 92 (c) below. 
For the purposes of this Appendix, net pay shall mean gross pay minus federal, 
state, city (where applicable) withholding tax and FICA. 
The Authority shall make all previously authorized payroll deductions to the 
extent practicable from the net Supplement . Where the net supplement is large 
enough, the Authority shall first make health insurance, retirement, and union 
duedagency fee deductions and thereafter such other deductions that the 
supplement may accommodate. 
In order to be eligible for the supplement to the insurance carrier payment from 
the first day of the award, an employee who suffers an occupational injury shall 
notify the Authority upon the employee's first day of absence or within seven (7) 
calendar days of sustaining the injury. 
Where an employee is unable to provide the notice required in §3(a&-notice may 
be provided by an attending physician or family member. The employee shall 
thereafter verify the information provided. 
Where an employee is suffering from a condition which is ultimately diagnosed as 
arising out of the employee's occupation, and such diagnosis is beyond the time 
limit set forth in 93(a), the date that the employee is advised of the diagnosis shall 
commence the employee's seven (7) day notice requirement. 
Where an employee's notification to the Authority exceeds the time limit set forth 
in 93(a), an employee's eligibility for the Supplement shall commence with the 
date of notice. 
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The Authority may, at its sole discretion, waive a late notification and pay the 
Supplement from the first day of the award, upon good cause shown by the 
employee for such late notice. 
Employees who miss a medical appointment scheduled by the insurance carrier 
shall be placed on leave without pay until either the next medical appointment is 
attended or the employee returns to work, whichever is sooner. In no instance 
shall the period of leave without pay for a missed appointment exceed two (2) 
days, however, such leave without pay may be waived by the Authority upon 
submission of an acceptable explanation by the employee. In no event shall the 
leave without pay be implemented unless the insurance carrier can attest to the 
timely delivery of the notice to the employee's address. 
There shall be one Workers' Compensation Law seven (7) calendar day waiting 
period per occupational injury. 
There shall be no Workers' Compensation Benefit for the first seven (7) calendar 
days of disability, provided, however, that in the case that the compensable injury 
results in a disability of more than fourteen (14) calendar days, the Supplement 
shall be allowed from the first day of disability. 
Where the employee's workers' compensation claim is not controverted by the 
insurance carrier, an employee necessarily absent from duty because of an 
occupational injury may use accruals, leave credits, including personal leave, from 
the first day of disability until payment from the insurance carrier or workers' 
compensation award, whichever is sooner. 
The Authority shall advance leave with pay to an employee eligible to accrue 
leave credits but who has exhausted herhis leave credits, unless such smployee 
requests otherwise in writing. 
Where the Workers' Compensation Board issues an award in favor of the 
employee, the credits charged for the period covered by the Board award will be 
recredited to the employee in full, upon the employee's return to work, placement 
on restricted duty, expiration of the Supplement, or separation from service, 
whichever shall occur sooner. Credits so recredited may be used again for future 
absences attributable to the same injury or disease. 
Where the employee's disability is between seven (7) and fourteen (14) calendar 
days, credits will be recredited to day seven (7). Where the employee's disability 
exceeds fourteen (14) days, credits will be recredited to the first day of disability. 
Upon an employee's return to work or payment fiom the insurance carrier, which 
ever is later, the employee shall receive the Supplement and workers' 
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compensation award for the period covered by $5(d) and the notice requirements 
of $3. 
Where an employee's workers' compensation is controverted by the insurance 
camer upon the ground that the disability did not arise out of or in the course of 
employment, the employee may utilize leave credits (including sick leave at half 
pay) pending a determination by the Workers' Compensation Board. 
In the event that the employee's controverted claim is decided in the employee's 
favor, the leave credits used by the employee shall be recredited for the period of 
the award (to day one if the disability exceeds fourteen (14) calendar days, to day 
seven (7) if the disability is between seven (7) and fourteen (14) calendar days). 
Upon the employee's return to work or issuance of a workers' compensation 
award, whichever is later, the employee shall receive the Supplement and 
insurance carrier paid workers' compensation benefits for the period of recredited 
credits provided in this Section, subject to the notice provisions set forth in $3. 
If the employee was on leave without pay pending the issuance of the award by 
the Workers' Compensation Board, the employee shall receive the full 
Supplement for the period of the award, subject to the notice provisions set forth 
in $3. 
If the employee was on sick leave at half pay for the period pending the award, the 
employee will receive the Supplement to 100% of the net and the sick leave at 
half pay usage will be restored to the employee. 
The Supplement shall be provided for absences due to therapy, doctor's 
appointments for the compensable injury and other continuing treatment as 
required if found compensable by the Workers' Compensation Board. The 
Supplement shall be paid at the same time as the Workers Compensation Board 
payments for such absences. 
An employee receiving the Supplement as provided in this Appendix shall be 
considered on the payroll for purposes of accruing seniority, continuous service, 
health insurance and accrual of vacation and sick leave, personal leave, social 
security and retirement as provided by law. 
When vacation credits are restored pursuant to this Appendix as such, restoration 
causes the total vacation credits to exceed forty (40) days, a period of one (1) year 
from the date of the return of the credits or the date of return to work, whichever 
is later, is allowed to reduce the total accumulation to forty (40) days. 
The Supplement shall be provided for a period of up to nine (9) months (39 
weeks) for each occupational injury as defined in the Appendix. At the expiration 
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of the nine (9) months (39 weeks) of the Supplement period, an employee shall be 
allowed to draw accrued leave credits, and upon exhausting leave credits, shall be 
allowed sick leave at half pay, if eligible. 
(d) An employee who draws leave credits as provided in $8 (c) shall be entitled to 
restoration of such credits, including those used for absences of less than one full 
day, as are used during a period of absence for which an award of compensation 
has been made and credited to the Authority as reimbursement for wages paid. 
Such restoration shall occur upon the issuance of an award by the Workers' 
Compensation Board. 
9 Where a workers' compensation claim is contested by the insurance canier, the 
parties will abide by the determination of the Workers' Compensation Board. 
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